
Lighting plays an important role in interior design. Perfect lighting 
design can create ambience that matches deco and furniture, 
increase depth of your space, and highlight the pattern and 
texture in your home. 
Consumer wants more, such as the ambiance in your home needs to 
change according to your mood, the spacious occasions, and even 
the different time in a day. 
Traditional dimming system provides some assistance, but it’s not enough. 
Thanks to recent technology development, nowadays smart lighting is able to
help your lighting design more vivid and dynamic.

Smart Lighting & Interior Design



BLTC Resources
We have a complete product portfolio for lighting designers 
to realize their ideas in the interior design.

Ambient lighting plays an important 
role as the main source of indoor 
lighting.  
Our LED driver, downlight, T5 batten, 
and most bulbs are suitable for this 
occasion.

Ambiance Lighting

Task Lighting

Lighting designer uses special luminaire or 
indirect lighting to strengthen lux in some 
particular area.
BLTC’s LED driver, T5 batten, spot light and 
bulb are usually used for this purpose.

Accent Lighting

To focus the deco or painting on 
the wall, interior designer will adopt 
track light or other spot light luminaire. 
BLTC’s small wattage LED driver and 
spot light are perfect choices.



  Make your life SMART.
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Smart Lamp :

DOWNLIGHT. BULB.FILAMENT.

Retro�t . Luminaire
A complete product portfolio for your selection

enter the breathable life

  Make your life SMART.



Simply control your smart lighting 
system without pressing any button. 

Sensor: free your hands.

Avoiding injury due to obstacles in dim spaces.
Safety 

Convenience
Automatically adjusting the brightness and switching of 
lighting devices saves time and effort.

Comfort
Ensuring adequate lighting enhances visibility and safety.

Warm welcome from your home Light up the path during the night Keep your room the same brightness

  Make your life SMART.


